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Snapper Bonanza Summary
July 2020 - Neville Bint
August 2020 - Laurie Taylor
September 2020 - Sharna Markham
October 2020 Rowan Yandle
November 2020 Rowan Yandle
December 2020 - Lee Drummond

OVERALL WINNER
ROWAN YANDLE!!

- Platinum Sponsors -

- Gold Sponsors -

- Silver Sponsors -

- Bronze Sponsors -

- Friends of the Club -

President’s Report
Welcome
The summer is providing some reasonable fishing – both bottom fish and game species,
unfortunately we have had our fair share of wind including southerlies and also the effect of the
recent Covid episodes.
Speaking of Marlin, we continue to encourage more fish be ‘tagged and released’ than weighed (each
is the anglers choice), and also that any Marlin catch is celebrated, noting that tagging or weighing
a fish that meet Club and NZSFC Rules/Regs (including over 90kg) is simply a threshold to be
considered for awards and trophies. As a Club we embrace anyone that manages to catch a Marlin,
and also respect their choice whether to Release, Tag and Release or Weigh their catch – including if
they fish within Club/NZSFC Rules/Regs to be eligible for Awards and Trophies.
Recently the NZ Sport Fishing Council has recently asked for feedback on tagging and the 90 kg
minimum weight used as a threshold. Further information is contained within this newsletter.
Cook your own catch
As previously advised, we are again offering the Cook your own catch for Members (only). It’s great
to have this back on the menu following ongoing discussion with NPDC. There are some simple
requirements to follow – details are within this newsletter and also displayed within the clubrooms.
In essence, fish fillets from fish that Members catch (and clean/fillet) can be brought to the kitchen
for cooking within 24 hrs of capture. Due to the time taken to cook as separate batches and the delay
that would cause on cooking all meals, the service does not apply during competitions.
Fishing Competitions
We are just completing the busiest time of the year at the Club – following on from the busy venue
hire season pre-Xmas. There have been competitions on nearly every weekend of February, and
unfortunately due to the Covid issue we had to cancel the Taranaki Cockies Classic – a real shame.
Skippers have been sent details on how to get shirts and what happens to their entries, and a letter
was sent to members explaining the cancellation and postponement of the Kilwell West Coast One
Base.
We have a couple of Top Boat competitions to run this season, and also the Marlin Magic over Easter
Weekend.
Covid
The effect of Covid, as suspected, is going to have a more significant financial impact on the
Club this season than it did in the 2019/20 season, where the first NZ lockdown (from 25 March
2020) curtailed the game season but had allowed the main competitions to be run. We have been
monitoring any assistance available from the Government due to recent events, including some
recent applications (due to the February Covid effects) have been successful. Overall we are in good
shape – but we are taking nothing for granted.
Going forward, a closer scrutiny on Club finances, including operating expenses is a ‘must do’. In the
last 2 weeks the draft strategic plan has been revisited, and an update is to be circulated in the near
future.
This means a more cautious approach, and one where we need to continue to ensure the club is fit
for purpose. This includes increased events and activities for members (and potential members),
utilisation of the clubrooms, and management of our finances and financial planning (short and long
term) to name a few.
The great part is, we live in a wonderful part of the world with amazing fishing – we need to embrace

and promote that – and continue to plan/operate in the Covid world.
Fish/rubbish
Unfortunately, we are getting the occasional instance of people dumping fish frames at our
rubbish bins by the Dive Compressor Shed - they are captured on security cameras (14 days
recording), and we will contact people responsible. Not only does it create a foul smell, but
attracts a lot of flies and creates an unpleasant issue in our members carpark. I’d love to think that
members wouldn’t dump unpleasant waste in this way, but unfortunately we have seen members
recently doing this. I’m sure together we can avoid future occurrences by disposing of fish frames
in a more considerate way.
Security
We have installed the two new security cameras outside. We have also upgraded the recorder for
all cameras – which means the quality of our webcams available on our website have increased
further again, after an earlier upgrade to the cameras.
The cameras and their ability to ‘rewind’ (up to 14 days) has been used a few times recently –
including assisting identification of people in the Public carpark taking a ute that didn’t belong to
them.
Our bar now has a silent duress button, which can be activated by staff should they need external
assistance and support with an issue onsite (such as robbery or unruly behaviour)– a great feature
that provides some increased support – hopefully our team never needs to use it.
Paywave
We now have payWave (contactless payment) on all of our Eftpos machines – we have wanted
this for some time but previously fees charged by the banks were too high. Now that the bank fees
have become more sensible, we have implemented them across the tills. It certainly helps with the
speed of payment and serving efficiency.
Membership renewal
This year the membership renewal is online, to join or renew, head to the link below and it will
take you to the online form. Please fill out a separate form for each person so they have their
own ID and are entered into the draw. For payment on a family membership, you pay for a family
membership on the first form and then when you are filling out your spouse or kids use the option
Additional Family member, and we will match their membership to yours.
You can renew or join our club online at https://www.npsuc.co.nz/how-to-join.php and there are
also paper forms at the bar. We have two free forms of membership cards, the digital Photocard
from the Sporty NZ App (instructions on our website or come in and the bar staff will help you) and
a free key tag with your barcode on it.
We are now offering full membership cards for an additional $5 which covers the printing cost of
these cards.
New members
We have had a lot of new members join the club for the first time - welcome to the club, and feel
free to contact myself or any of the committee or staff if you have any questions about the club.
That’s all for now – look forward to seeing you down the club - tight lines.
Regards
Ian Steele
0276 881 441

NZSFC report
1. Satellite Tags –An update on the Satellite tagging programme which was commenced last 		
season but curtailed in 2020 due to the Covid lockdown. There were 4/ 8 month tags left from
last season. Unfortunately the 2 deployed in 2020 did not provide data. This year, 3 new 3 month
tags were swapped out (at no cost) with 2/ 8 month tags. The remaining 2/8 months tags were
deployed this season meaning all 4 of the 8 month tags have now been deployed – leaving 3/ 3
month tags to deploy this season. Data is expected from the 8 month tags in around October, and
likely July for the 3 month tags (not yet deployed).
2. NZSFC Nationals 2021 – we fished 111 anglers – as a club we did alright, but maybe not quite
as well as the last couple of years in terms of notable catches. There is a new main National
sponsor (First Mortgage Trust), and also a new computer system for catch recording. This year
was the first year of the new system, and there will be refinements and improvements to 2022.
The old computer system was approx. 20 years old. NZSFC are planning to use their phone app to
allow logging of tagged fish in future – currently a work in progress (noting that a step involving
weighmasters would still apply).
Around the country, the Nationals saw a significant increase in young angler participation and
also anglers using light line. An increased number of fish were weighed – though similar angler
numbers.
NZSFC National results here: https://www.nzsportfishing.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/
Scoreboards-2021-NZ-NATIONALS.pdf
3. Tagging, Digital Trends and survey – nationwide there is an increasingly observed trend of
anglers not reporting Marlin to the weigh station, regardless of whether they are Club members or
not. There is an increased number of requests for Clubs and NZSFC to consider digital logs of T/R
marlin, using photos and mobile phones (rather than paper forms that are mailed away).
NZSFC has recently put out this information and questions (extract from the NZSFC Presidents
report):
…. The current expectation to tag and release 50% of Marlin caught by clubs, along with a minimum
weight of 90 kgs comes from the Billfish Moratorium that came into force in 1987 and was last
signed in 1996, so expired in effect in 1997.To date, Marlin remain outside of the QMS and Marlin
caught in NZ EEZ are not allowed to be sold in NZ.
Contrary to popular opinion, the 90kg minimum weight is the average weight of the striped marlin
caught in the Bay of islands between 1926 and 1986. It is also useful to realise the average weight
declined considerably over that time. There was no commercial fishery until WW2 and in the early
seasons the average weight in the BOI was up to 120 kg but declined after the commercial harvest
started in the 1950’s and increased over the ensuing years. The moratorium was a result of agitation
by the clubs as both catches and average weight declined.
Striped marlin are believed to be sexually mature at 60-70kg.
The requirement for Tagging was to support research into the movements and distribution of Striped
Marlin. There have been 26,360 striped marlin tagged with the Hallprint Stainless Steel S/S tag for
91 recaptures (0.35%) and 2026 striped marlin tagged with the Hallprint nylon tag for 4 recaptures
(0.20%). Of these 478 were double tagged, mainly from top charter boats, with a tag of each type for

3 recaptures (0.63%). All 3 of these striped marlin had the S/S tag on recapture, one of which had
both tags. So far the longest term recapture for a NZ striped marlin is 4 years with a S/S tag. To date
the nylon tags have not out-performed the S/S tags.
Finally. There has been a number of discussions on social media about doing away with tagging,
dragging ourselves into the 21st century, and using an app for recording releases. The idea of using
apps for recording recreational fishing records has been around for a while and is often touted by
the commercial sector as the answer to their concern that they don’t know what recreational fishers
catch. The reality is that the NIWA Recreational Harvest Estimation model has received global
academic acclaim for its accuracy and academics have confirmed gives a very good estimate of
what’s been caught by recreational fishers.
We have resisted efforts to impose compulsory recreational catch recording, on the basis that it
is unlikely to yield more statistically significant information, due to the difficulties of maintaining
compliance in the extremities of our coastline, amongst other things.
On the one hand, the adoption of electronic catch recording for Gamefish may incorrectly signal
recreational acceptance of mandatory catch recording.
On the other hand, we do away with the perceived traumatisation of fish by spiking them with a tag
and sending them away “to an uncertain fate.” The research contradicts this assertion, and in fact
shows that Marlin are in fact a very hardy fish and have a very high chance of survival post tagging
and release.
The other upside is that released fish can be recorded and released, and there is no chance of the
tag card being lost or forgotten.
The final issue is that the notion of allowing untagged released fish to be eligible for NZSFC awards
and trophies was voted down at the 2017 NZSFC AGM. Has this direction from the membership
changed?
So Questions for discussion and feedback;
1. Is the 90kg minimum weight requirement for Striped Marlin still relevant?
2. Should the 90kg minimum weight stay in force, how should clubs treat sub 90 kg weighed marlin?
a. Celebrate the Anglers fish and respect their reasons for wanting to weigh it?
b. Weigh for Angler-but no catch card, Weigh board or Social media posting?
c. Record the fish for numbers recording purposes without further celebration?
d. Other?
3. Should we NZSFC continue to require Tagging for National Awards and Trophies.
NPSUC will be sharing these questions via Facebook. For those not on Facebook, or wishing to
provide direct feedback to the club please send responses to npsucmarketing@xtra.co.nz and
include ‘Tagging feedback’ or similar in the subject line.

NZSFC Delegates
Sauce, Lee Drummond and Ian Steele

Club Captain’s Report
Hello all,
Unfortunately the covid lock down has disrupted our two biggest comps of the year, the cockies
and the WCOB. The cockies was cancelled all early birds will get their teams tee shirt and part of
their entry fee refunded (less the tee shirt), those that payed after the early bird cut off will get a
full refund, the sad note is we would of fished one if not two days this year.
The Kilwell WCOB was postponed to March 26th, 27th & 28th. We fished Friday and were unable to
fish the Saturday and Sunday due to sea conditions. All prizes for snapper kingfish and tuna were
claimed, all marlin and shark prizes were drawn.
On a good note the Energy City Ford Nationals were fished and some good light tackle catches
caught and lost, Congratulations to team Oarsim on taking out top boat.
A lot of fun and fishing was had in the A+ Driveways Ladies and Lassies comp with a lot of happy
ladies at the end of the day and prize giving.
Ian Roebuck Crane Hire take a kid fishing was held in windy conditions which didn’t stop some
good catches particularly John Dory caught off the wharf.
The Kilwell top boat comp is on April 10th and with the bottom fishing picking up l expect there to
be some good catches.
In general our game season has not fired like we thought it would, 40 fish have come through the
club, and Raglan has recorded one of its best seasons with good numbers in Marlin, Yellowfin tuna
and MahiMahi.
In saying that a visiting boat from Whanganui caught an impressive 233kg Black Marlin out of
New Plymouth which is the biggest recorded through the club well done. There have also been
sightings of huge free jumping Marlin in the area too.
Tight lines and our season may not be over yet good luck in the Kilwell top boat comp as l will not
be there.
Rowan Yandle
Club Captain

Cook

Your Own
Catch
Effective 21 January, NPSUC will be allowing members to once again bring
in their own fish along for our kitchen to cook for you.
There will, however, be conditions in place to ensure the smooth running
and operating of the kitchen to the best of our ability.
•

Fish will be served battered with Fries, Salad, Tartare Sauce and a 		
wedge of Lemon for $12 per person. This will apply to fish up to 200g 		
in weight.

•

There will be an additional charge of $3 per extra 100g, up to a 			
maximum weight of 400g fish per person/plate.

•

Fish MUST be fresh – caught within the last 24 hours – and be clean 		
and free of scales and bones.

•

Each order needs to be cooked one at a time to not mix up fish, please
expect delays in receiving your Cook Your Own Catch meals, especially
during busy kitchen times

•

Cook Your Own Catch is not available during competition weekends.

New Plymouth Sportfishing & Underwater
Club Fishing Competitions
2020/2021
7th & 8th November 2020
21st November 2020

Memorial
Energy Sector Fishing
Competition

9th January 2021

Tasman Marine

5th February 2021

Mico Plumbing

13th February 2021
20th-27th February 2021
3rd & 4th March 2021
6th, 7th & 8th March 2021
21st March 2021
10th April 2021
29th & 30th May 2021

Ladies & Lassies

Nationals

Cockies

West Coast One Base

Take A Kid Fishing

Kilwell

Brass Monkey

Private

Events and Promotions
Sponsor TV
We have reached out to our club sponsors, and are working on increasing coverage for our valued
sponsors. We have contacted those that have renewed for this season, and are looking to provide
more visual coverage within the club. If you are a current sponsor, and either haven’t noticed the
request or responded, feel free to contact Natasha on npsucmarketing@xtra.co.nz.
TV Sponsors of Competitions
During Competitions we are using the TV above the kitchen to display each sponsor who has
sponsored that competition along with any photos sent in from the day. If you are fishing any
competition and take photos of your catch or anything being out at sea, please send it in and we
will put it on the big screen on prizegiving nights.
Ian Roebuck Crane Hire Take A Kid Fishing
Was run on the 21st March, due to weather and wind boats were instructed to fish in the harbour
only. We had 145 kids enter the competition. The heaviest land caught fish was a John Dory at
1.950kg and the heaviest boat caught fish was a Kahawai at 1.720kg. Overall the kids had fun and
the event ran smoothly.
A big thank you to all our sponsors of this event: Ian Roebuck Crane Hire, Mitre 10 Mega the Valley,
Megabounce, Chaddy’s Charters and McDonalds.
New Initiatives
We are coming up with a few new initiatives in the club to get more people down here through the
colder months. I was thinking of having a quiz night or bingo one day a week, bring you family and
your friends. There would be a different theme every week, a last place token to take away and
bring back the following week to redeem yourself, spot prizes and a prize for the winning team.
Is there anything new initiatives that you think could work for the club. Any ideas or suggestions?
I am more then happy to talk with you if you have some suggestions for the club and what we can
do to get more people down using the club.

EASTER WEEKEND!!!!

We are open for Easter for our normal trading hours for the Bar and Restaurant plus the Restaurant
is opening on Monday 5th April from 5pm.

We have the Marlin Magic comp running over Easter Weekend. Have a look at the
poster for more details. Enter and pay at the bar.

Diving Report
Just as the weather improves for diving it changes for the worse and conditions deteriorate.
I suppose that is part of living on the west coast. I recently had a snorkel off Elliot street in
reasonable visibility and was impressed with the number of Paua seen, although most under size.
I’ve also heard from a few people that there are still plenty of crayfish about.
We are still currently reviewing the use of the club compressor and whether we should keep it
or not. We have had an estimate to get the storage tanks tested from a company in Whanganui
which seems ok.
A key question going forward with the compressor is ‘how many club divers would use it regularly
and at what cost are they prepared to pay for a fill? I haven’t had much feedback on this, and if you
do have any then please contact me at the club, or on 0274 712 012.
It was disappointing to see in the recent Ladies and Lassie’s competition that all the crayfish prizes
were drawn. Lets hope that the crayfish prizes in the upcoming Cockies tournament are hotly
contested.
On a final note if you are a diver and don’t have a means to get out on the water ring me and I can
probably arrange a boat or two.
Regards and be safe on and in the water
David Gibson

